Figure 1: Fiber Surfaces of electron density and reduced gradient in an ethane-diol molecule: (a) While an isosurface of electron density identifies regions of influence of atoms (grey), it does not distinguish atomic type. An isosurface of reduced gradient identifies bonding interaction sites (blue) but does not distinguish non-covalent (top) from covalent bonds (others). (b) Continuous scatter plot (log scale) of electron density and reduced gradient. Isosurfaces and fiber surfaces are shown as dashed lines and polygons respectively. (c) Fiber surfaces distinguish atom types (oxygen in red, carbons in grey) as well as bond types (non-covalent in green, covalent in blue).
Introduction
As scientific visualization expanded, methods developed for visualizing scalar and vector fields, but fewer methods for bivariate fields. In particular, methods to extract surfaces representing boundaries are largely unexplored. We introduce a novel method for visualizing bivariate fields based on the generalization of isosurfaces to fiber surfaces: surfaces made up from fibers (the equivalent of contours in multi-fields).
Figure 2: Fiber Construction. Left: isosurface of f 1 . Centre: fiber defined by intersecting isosurfaces. Right: isosurface of f 2 . Both isosurfaces show the fiber for reference.
Our contribution is therefore to show:
1. a general purpose method that produces separating surfaces representing boundaries in bivariate fields, 2. an efficient and simple fiber surface extraction method based on Marching Cubes for any mesh type, 3 . simple yet powerful interfaces based on lines and polygons in the range of the field, 4. families of fiber surfaces parametrized by a single variable with respect to polygons 5. a relationship between these families of fiber surfaces and linear combinations of two scalar fields, 6. that fiber surfaces can extract geometric surfaces for features in multi-dimensional transfer functions [KKH02] Crucially, fiber surfaces are geometric: no topological computation is required. However, topological analysis gives further insight and further power, and we will also discuss the relationship with multifield topological analysis [CD14] .
Background
Relevant work includes the use of Marching Cubes to extract isosurfaces and separating surfaces (Section 2.1), methods for multifield visualization (Section 2.2), multi-dimensional transfer functions for direct volume rendering (Section 2.3), and generalizing contours to fibers in multifields (Section 3).
Isosurfaces and Marching Cubes
Given a scalar field f : R 3 → R, contours and isosurfaces can be defined mathematically as the inverse image f −1 (h) = {x ∈ Dom f : f (x) = h} of an isovalue h ∈ Ran f . For a simply connected domain, this has the useful property that it separates the domain into pieces: in particular, for many datasets, the isosurface is a closed surface which represents some sort of boundary in the phenomenon under study. Computationally, isosurfaces are approximated with triangles using Marching Cubes [LC87] . In this algorithm, the space is subdivided into a grid of cubes with known data values at the grid intersections. For a given isovalue h, the algorithm then extracts a surface in each cube in four stages:
I: Classification: The data value f (x) at each corner of the cube is compared with the isovalue h. If f (x) > h, the vertex is classified as "black" (a 1 bit). Otherwise it is classified as "white" (a 0 bit). II: Triangle Topology: The eight bits are converted into a single-byte integer called the 'case' and used to retrieve triangle topology from a look-up table, with triangle vertices located along edges of the cube. III: Vertex Interpolation: For each triangle vertex, linear interpolation based on the isovalue is applied along the vertex' edge to determine the exact location. Without this stage, the vertices are fixed to grid locations and result in blocky surfaces which are visually displeasing. IV: Normal Vectors: Normal vectors are constructed either as flat normals of the faces, by averaging normals around each vertex, or using central differencing and interpolation to estimate the gradient vector at the vertex.
While Marching Cubes is not perfect, it is the principal method for isosurface extraction due to its simplicity, robustness and ability to represent material boundaries as separating surfaces [NY06, Wen13] . Variants exist in particular for tetrahedra [Blo88] , where the surfaces extracted are mathematically correct for the linear interpolant.
Multifield Visualization
Other than reduction to scalar fields or direct volume rendering, few general methods for bivariate visualization in Dom f are known, except for the special case of complexvalued fields [WB96] , where a complex value was chosen in the range of f : C 2 → C, and the corresponding 2-manifold contour in C 2 was constructed. If we treat C as R 2 , f can be restated as f : R 4 → R 2 , and these complex contours are then fibers of f , as described in the next section.
One method that is often used is to classify the data points statistically as "interior" or "exterior" then apply stage II. of Marching Cubes. However, this binary classification makes it difficult to apply stages III. and IV, which are usually resolved with heuristics [HM03, SBSG06] .
Multifields can be shown as multidimensional histograms, and recent work on continuous scatterplots [BW08] has shown the importance of the presumed mesh continuity. Subsequent work has focussed on linear features [LT10] which are now [CD14] known to be related to the topology of the multifield. Further work on multifield topology is ongoing [EH04,EHP08,NN11], but these methods are complex and not fully developed.
Direct Volume Rendering
Direct volume rendering visualizes data [Lev88] with a transfer function that maps data values to color and opacity, then integrates light transport along rays for each pixel. Laidlaw [Lai95] first proposed multidimensional transfer functions for MRI data. 2D transfer functions were also proposed to augment univariate data with gradient magnitude [KKH02, Kin02] Geometric surfaces are thus of general interest, with particular value where multi-dimensional transfer functions have already been adopted. We therefore turn our attention to generalizing isosurfaces to the bivariate case, observing that the development is similar for higher dimensions.
Fibers
values, with d commonly 2, 3, or 4. In contrast, the range Ran f = R r is the set of output values: in scientific visualization, this may be scalar (r = 1), bivariate (r = 2), vector (r = d, with special semantic meaning), or higher dimensions. This paper only addresses bivariate data, so we assume d = 3, r = 2, and use f 1 , f 2 to refer to the two output variables. We also assume a simply connected domain. We leave for future work the questions of extra dimensions and more general manifolds.
For bivariate (and higher) data, inverse images of points (fibers) are well-defined [Sae04] , and are analogous to contours. In R 3 → R 2 , a fiber is defined by a point h = (h 1 , h 2 ) ∈ Ran f , and can be found by intersecting isosurfaces of h 1 in f 1 and h 2 in f 2 , as shown in Figure 2 .
For a contour of co-dimension 1 (one dimension less than the domain), this fiber is of co-dimension 2, i.e. a 1-manifold structure similar to a contour line. This happens because our point h = (h 1 , h 2 ) specifies two parameters, each of which reduces the dimensionality by one. Thus, a single fiber cannot separate regions, as shown in Figure 2 .
Fiber Surfaces
The challenge is to find a generalization of contours to bivariate volumes that produces well-defined separating surfaces. We do so by constructing surfaces from fibers, and for this a further property of fibers (and contours) is useful: as h varies continuously, so does f −1 (h). Thus, any path in Ran f corresponds to a set of fibers that varies continuously in the domain, sweeping out a surface or set of surfaces.
There has been historic confusion between isosurfaces and their connected components (often called contours or isosurface components), since connectivity was not considered when isosurfaces were originally defined. Similarly, a fiber may have multiple components, and the term fiber component has recently been introduced to refer to a single connected component of a fiber [SSC * ]. For consistency, we therefore use fiber surface for the inverse image in Dom f of any path P ∈ Ran f , and fiber surface component for a single connected component of a fiber surface. Fiber surfaces have two properties similar to isosurfaces. First, each fiber surface component is a continuous surface. Second, if the path P separates Ran f into regions, then the corresponding fiber surface f −1 (P) is a separating surface in Dom f . To see that this is true, consider two points p, q ∈ Ran f that are separated by P. Claim: all paths
To see this, we observe that each point r ∈ Q belongs to some fiber f −1 (hr) : hr ∈ Ran f . Moreover, since f is a continuous mapping, the set hr : r ∈ Q must be continuous in Ran f , and therefore forms a path f (Q) in Ran f , although some hr may be repeated. But P separates p and q, so any such path f (Q) must cross P: it then follows that Q must cross f −1 (P), as required. Moreover, if Q does not touch the boundary of Dom f , then it must be a closed 2-manifold surface.
Fiber Surfaces of Lines in the Range
The simplest fiber surfaces are given by lines in the range in normal form: n · p = c, where n = (n 1 , n 2 ). Here, c is the perpendicular distance from the origin to the line, scaled by n . For any point p = (h 1 , h 2 ) on this line, n 1 h 1 + n 2 h 2 = c. Now, given any point x on the fiber f −1 (p) in the domain, ( f 1 (x), f 2 (x)) = p = (h 1 , h 2 ), and n 1 f 1 (x) + n 2 f 2 (x) = c for all such points. Thus, this fiber surface is the isosurface at c of the weighted sum n · f , i.e. an isosurface of a derived scalar field. Doing this at runtime is easy: we pass n and c to Marching Cubes, and compute derived values at vertices on the fly. Trivially, an isosurface of one variable is a fiber surface defined by a vertical or horizontal line.
If f is defined on a tetrahedron, the fiber surface of a line is a plane (Figure 3 ). For a cubic mesh with trilinear interpolation, Nielson's cases [Nie03] can be used. We also observe that for a derived field g = n · f , ∇g = n 1 ∇ f 1 + n 2 ∇ f 2 -i.e. we can compute normal vectors either with the gradient of the derived field g, or by linear combination of the gradient vectors of the components of f . Alternately, as with conventional isosurfaces, we can either use flat-shading of each triangle, or average normal vectors around each vertex.
All isosurfaces of n · f share the normal vector n with different isovalues c. Therefore their range lines are parallel, with c the distance from the origin to the line. We define the line through the origin to be the reference, and observe that the others are at fixed distances from it: i.e. parallel lines are contours of the distance field of the reference line. We will use this to generalize beyond lines to arbitrary curves.
Fiber Surfaces of Polygons
We now consider the general case of fiber surface defined by arbitrary curves, polylines or polygons. Since curves and polylines can be approximated with polygons, we assume a separating polygon: i.e. a closed loop of range line segments, which we call the fiber surface control polygon or FSCP.
Again, we start from the observations that each point on the FSCP corresponds to a fiber, and that f is a continuous mapping. As we travel around the FSCP, the continuity of f implies that while a fiber may separate into components or join, the fibers themselves deform continuously into each other, thus sweeping out a set of continuous surfaces in the domain. In the ideal case, we would extract the fiber surface exactly, but in practice this is more difficult than it sounds.
Consider Figure 3 , in which we show a single tetrahedron with the fiber surface defined near a vertex v of the FSCP. Each linear segment in the range is a subset of a range line fiber surface, each of which is planar in the tetrahedron, and the planes meet along the fiber for v. Thus, having anything other than a straight line gives potentially arbitrarily complex geometry in each tetrahedron in the mesh.
An important property of isosurfaces is that they separate an inside from an outside. This property also carries over to fiber surfaces. Consider a path P d from the inside of a closed fiber surface to its outside. Each point on this path belongs to a fiber, and this fiber is defined by a point in the range. Thus, the projection of P
Strictly speaking, it is possible for the inside of the FSCP to map to the outside of the fiber surface. In practice, as long as we are prepared to render both sides of the surface, this is unimportant. Algorithmically, mesh vertices whose fibers are inside the FSCP are also inside the fiber surface. Correspondingly, vertices whose fibers are outside the FSCP are also outside the fiber surface. But this is the same as stage I of Marching Cubes, substituting a point-in-polygon test for the isovalue comparison. Stage II is then performed as usual, using the standard lookup tables.
Stages III and IV are trickier, as we no longer have an isovalue for interpolation. Observe however that vertices of the cube have locations in the range: i.e. vertex u of the cube will map to f (u), and an edge uv will intersect the fiber surface if and only if f (u) and f (v) are on opposite sides of the FSCP P. Thus, the line segment f (u) f (v) intersects P at some point w ∈ Ran f , and therefore the edge uv must intersect the fiber surface. Moreover, if we parametrize f (u) f (v) with a parameter t, we can compute the point e = u+t(v−u) at which the fiber surface intersects the cube edge.
Finally, normals of these approximate fiber surfaces can use flat shading or averaged normals. Alternately, we can identify which edge of P was intersected, and use its normal vector n to weight the gradient components of f as before.
This leads to Algorithm 1. While this can be implemented as it stands, it depends on slow geometric tests, so we recall from Section 5 that fiber surfaces from parallel lines correspond to isosurfaces of the distance field contours of a reference line in the range. Generalizing this, the fiber surface for a given FSCP is defined by the zero-contour of the FSCP's signed distance field. Moreover, given linear interpolation, interpolating in the distance field will compute the same w as before, without requiring either point in polygon tests or line intersection tests. Finally, if we compute the distance field for a FSCP, and choose contours at non-zero distances, we obtain a family of fiber surfaces that nest properly inside each other as isosurfaces do, and that can be parametrized by the distance value.
User Interfaces
Given the above definition of fiber surfaces, the next task is to build a user interface to define them. In the longer run, we expect user interfaces to be at least as rich as those for multidimensional transfer functions. Moreover, user interfaces for fiber surfaces will ultimately be application dependent, so evaluation of effectiveness must be deferred until domainspecific interfaces are constructed. We therefore restrict our attention to simple proof-of-concept interfaces.
Clearly, a fiber surface interface must show the range of the function as well as the fiber surfaces in the domain. Moreover, it is desirable to show some information in the range that helps the user understand where to place a line, curve or polyline. We therefore show the continuous scatterplot [BW08] of f in the range, and superimpose lines and polygons on it. As the continuous scatterplot is fixed for a given dataset, we assume it has been precomputed.
The second major decision is whether to use lines or polygons to define fiber surfaces. Lines can be defined in several ways: as a pair of points that can be manipulated, as a dial for normal vector n and a slider for constant c, or as a single point p that defines vector n = p − O from the origin constant c = n · p. We show some of these possibilities in the accompanying video, but observe that polygons are the more general case, and assume only polygons. Thus, our interface consists primarily of two widgets: a range widget and a domain widget, as previously used by Sakurai et al. [SSC * ]. In the range widget, we provide the ability to edit the FSCP, while in the domain widget, we show the corresponding fiber surface. In addition to this, we provide a number of utility widgets to control what is visualized at any point, and in particular, a slider for setting the distance field parameter for families of fiber surfaces.
Fiber Surface Examples
Given this user interface, we now show examples drawn from chemistry, cosmology and combustion. Chemistry: In Figure 1 , we extract fiber surfaces from bivariate data for (i) the electron density and (ii) the reduced gradient of an ethanediol molecule. Here, the electron density is the distribution function of electrons, with local maxima near atoms, while the reduced gradient [JKMS * 10]
is the deviation in atomic densities due to molecular interactions, and has local minima near atoms and covalent or non-covalent interactions. Together, these functions are used by chemists to isolate regions of influence of atoms and regions of molecular interactions. Tools such as NCI plots [CGJK * 11], use sequences of isosurfaces and thresholds to isolate such features. Isosurfaces of electron density capture regions of atomic influence (grey, 1(a)), but cannot distinguish between atom types. Isosurfaces of reduced gradient capture molecular interactions (blue, 1(a)), but do not distinguish covalent from non-covalent bonds.
Electron density and reduced gradient are related exponentially in regions where no chemical interaction occurs, i.e. on the main separating axis of the continuous scatterplot (bright colors, 1(b)). Regions away from this axis are thus presumed to be significant in analysing chemical interactions. In our example, the regions of interest occur near the atoms (2 C, 2 O, 6 H), and near covalent (C-C, C-H, C-O) and non-covalent (O-H) atomic bonds.
These features can be selected visually in the continuous scatterplot (1(b)). Since different atom types have different reduced gradients, they have distinct polygons above the main axis (1(c), oxygen in red, carbon in grey). Similarly, covalent and non-covalent bonds differ in electron density, clearly distinguishable as the polygons below the main axis (1(d), covalent bonds in blue, non-covalent bonds in green).
While topology-based approaches [GABCG * 14] semiautomatically segment these regions using the join tree of the reduced gradient and the Morse-Smale complex of a function derived from electron density, our approach is simpler. We leave automatic detection of chemical features in range space for the future, as it is likely to depend on topological analysis of fiber surfaces. Moreover, in contrast to semiautomatic methods, our approach allows interactive exploration of the features in range space, as seen in Figure 4 . Here, the downward spike in the continuous scatter plot was selected to investigate non-covalent interactions (planar interface between the two alcohol (OH) groups). Finally, our user interface allows interactive exploration of the parameterized family of fiber surfaces induced by this polygon, by choosing different distance constants, as discussed in Section 6. The resulting surfaces, in a) -d), could be interpreted as candidate regions for non-covalent interactions. Cosmology: Our second example ( Figure 5 ) is from cosmology, with bivariate data representing a time-step in a simulation of universe expansion. Here, the first value represents concentrations of matter (white isosurfaces), while the second represents concentrations of dark matter (orange isosurfaces). Scientifically, the expectation is that high concentrations of matter will be co-located with high concentrations of dark matter, but not vice versa. Analysis thus focuses on "bubbles", where both properties are locally high, and "filaments" that connect the bubbles by thin threads with high concentrations of dark matter only. The thresholds are, however, unknown and are expected to vary across the data set.
For low isovalues (5(a)), the matter isosurface has one component containing most of the volume, while the dark matter isosurface has many small components. At higher isovalues (5(b)), dark matter isosurfaces exhibit less noise, while matter isosurfaces occupy less space, better showing the backbone structure of matter which links galaxies during expansion. However, as shown in zoom-in views, this backbone structure involves both matter and dark matter.
If we use a polygon to select the main feature visible in the scatter plot, (5(c)), the corresponding fiber surface captures the shape of the bubbles of matter isosurfaces (zoom-in views 5(e)-(g)) while still connecting these bubbles through dark matter isosurface components, hence better capturing the overall backbone structure of the galaxies. This is emphasized in Figures 5(h) and 5(l), which illustrate the nesting relation of these three surfaces: the fiber surface appears in light blue when it encompasses the dark matter isosurface, and in light green in the opposite configuration. We do not claim fiber surfaces are better than isosurfaces at comparing matter and dark matter. Existing visualizations of such data commonly employ side-by-side volume rendering with separate 1D classification [IWPN] . In discussions with cosmologists, we found that they frequently use joint histograms to analyze multifield data; fiber surfaces may prove helpful to domain experts in showing the combined geometry of both fields, in the context of multivariate scatterplots.
Moreover, since fiber surfaces are explicit geometry, we filter the individual connected components by their surface areas (5(d)). Doing so shows the predominance of a few very large components, allowing us to select a filter threshold that limits the initial self occlusion of the fiber surface (5(i)-(k)). Moreover, thanks to the explicit representation of fiber surfaces, the visualization of the backbone structure of the galaxies can be enhanced by contracting the fiber surface by a smoothing procedure with a large number of iterations (5(m)). In the process, features that look very like the expected bubbles and filaments start appearing (5(m)).
Combustion: In our third example, we look at two properties in a combustion simulation: temperature and temperature gradient magnitude (Figure 6 ). Here, features are found by extracting an isotherm, then using a threshold of the gradient magnitude to identify regions of rapid change, but this leads to a non-manifold surface with holes in it (a). In contrast, choosing a fiber surface guarantees closed 2-manifold surfaces that satisfy the same constraint (b), improving our ability to do geometric and numerical post-processing. 
Material Boundaries in Acquired Data
As seen in Section 2.3, multi-dimensional transfer functions often use isovalue and gradient magnitude to highlight material boundaries in DVR [KKH02] . Given the shared dependence on the continuous scatterplot, the question is whether fiber surfaces can extract corresponding geometric surfaces.
In our first example (Figure 7) , we use the same CT scan of a tooth used by Kniss et al. [KKH02] . While isosurfaces can be chosen in (a) to segment the pulp (red), the dentin (blue) and the enamel (white), this does not isolate the boundary between the dentin and the enamel. However, the continuous scatterplot (b) exhibits clear features corresponding to material boundaries which we select with polygons. Note that the isosurface corresponding to the enamel boundary (white, (a)) spans two distinct features, which can be isolated with separate polygons (white and yellow, (b)).
While these segmentations are not new, they have been used previously to generate images, not geometric surfaces. In contrast, fiber surfaces are geometric, allowing faster rendering as well as reducing noise and removing occluding features (c), (d). Finally, since we define fiber surfaces with respect to the distance field of the polygon, we can choose other fiber surfaces nested inside (or outside) the original selection, and derive further information geometrically.
Comparisons
In previous sections, we showed how fiber surfaces extract meaningful bivariate features. We now compare them to DVR. . In addition to filtering out small features by size to reduce occlusion, fiber surfaces render at much higher frame rates than DVR, at the expense of additional preprocessing time.
Implementation
The Fiber Surface algorithm was implemented as a filter for Visualization Toolkit (VTK) 6.1.0, with a user interface based on Qt 4.8. As proof-of-concept, our initial implementation favours simplicity and generality over performance.
For convenience and runtime performance, we compute a distance field explicitly as a two-dimensional array and lookup, but apply no other optimizations.
We also report some performance statistics. Since range polygons capture surface structures in the domain, the performance of computation and rendering is directly related to the shape and position of polygons. Since polygon shape can be defined arbitrarily, we have simply chosen two polygons for each data set with different shape complexity. Table 1 gives these statistics, including the resolution of each data set, the number of edges in the polygon, the computation time for the distance field of the polygon, the computation time to extract the fiber surface, the number of triangles in the fiber surface, and the frame rate reported by vtkRenderer. In each case, the continuous scatter plot was pre-computed as a texture in a using the original authors' implementation [BW08], which took from a few seconds to up to 8 minutes (enzo data-set). Table 1 shows that the computation is dominated by the distance field computation and fiber surface extraction, and we intend to optimize these stages in future. Equally, while the frame rates drop below 1fps for enzo (the cosmology data set), this occurs when we hit 7.5 million triangles, and we expect that a more recent video card would improve this.
Conclusions & Future Work
We have generalized isosurfaces to bivariate data to produce well-defined geometric surfaces that isolate regions corresponding to features identified in multi-dimensional transfer functions, and that are easy to implement. Since we generalize from isosurfaces, many of the well-known optimizations for Marching Cubes should apply, and we intend to do so. In particular, we expect that this method will be embarassingly parallelizable, as once the polygon or line is chosen, extraction in each cell is independent.
It is clear that trivariate functions could use threedimensional range widgets, but this will be more complex, and we leave this for future work. Beyond trivariate, we expect to develop constructs similar to fiber surfaces, but these are more likely to be useful analytically than visually. boundaries (this gives a roughly 2-4x performance improvement over naive volume rendering). Fiber surfacing exhibits better contrast, enables geometric analyses and better rendering performance via rasterization.
As with isosurfaces, topological analysis can be applied to fiber surfaces: this work is already underway [CD14] . We felt it was important, however, to report the purely geometric solution first, as it is simpler to understand and implement.
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